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Applicability of the two-current model for systems with strongly spin-dependent disorder
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The resistivities of the ferromagnetic alloy systems Fe-Ni and Co-Ni were studied in detail by application of
first-principles techniques. For that purpose the Kubo-Greenwood formalism was applied on the basis of
electronic structure data obtained using the spin-polarized Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approxi-
mation method of band-structure calculation for randomly disordered ferromagnetic alloys. One set of calcu-
lations was carried out fully relativistically, while for a second one the well-known and often applied two-
current model was used. We compare the results of the two approaches as well as the difference between the
calculated two-current resistivities and the resistivities obtained experimentally by the usual decomposition
based on the two-current model. We discuss the validity of the two-current model for the systems investigated
and the reason for the apparent success of this model.@S0163-1829~97!09140-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many interesting and technologically important effects
ferromagnetic alloys have their origin in the symmetry
duction due to the presence of spin-orbit interaction. Co
sponding examples are the anisotropy energy,1 magneto-
optical properties,2 and galvano-magnetic effects such as
spontaneous magnetoresistance anisotropy and the an
lous Hall effect.3,4 In addition to these spin-orbit induce
phenomena, spin-orbit coupling also influences conventio
physical properties as could be demonstrated recently for
isotropic residual electrical resistivity.5

For the discussion of electronic transport properties
ferromagnets usually thetwo-current model6 is used. This
model assumes that the majority and minority electron s
systems contribute independently to electronic conduct
Electrons that are part of one of the two spin subbands
scattered by chemical disorder, lattice imperfections,
phonons in a different way, giving rise to two spin
dependent partial resistivitiesr↑ and r↓, respectively.
Mechanisms that change the spin direction of an electron
assumed to either vanish or be weak.7 In the latter case one
introduces correction terms that describe the effect of s
mixing ~see below!. Possible spin mixing mechanisms a
scattering by magnons, electron-electron interaction,
spin-orbit interaction. Magnon scattering vanishes
T50 K and the effect of electron-electron scattering
negligible,8 thus concerning residual resistivity one can co
centrate on spin-orbit interaction, which is of course alwa
present.

In the past there have been several indications that s
orbit effects are by no means of minor importance for el
tronic conduction at zero temperature. Mertiget al. have
pointed out that the abnormally small values for the resid
resistivities of 3d impurities in nickel that they obtained us
ing the Boltzmann equation in connection with the tw
current model might originate from the absence of spin m
ing in their model.9 In a similar way Butleret al. interpreted
560163-1829/97/56~16!/10165~7!/$10.00
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their results for magnetic multilayer systems.10

Recently it became possible to investigate these quest
in great detail by calculating the resistivity of ferromagne
alloys using the first-principles Kubo-Greenwood formalis
based on solutions of the Dirac equation.11 Thus all relativ-
istic effects including spin-orbit interaction could be tak
into account and the spontaneous magnetoresistance an
ropy could be calculated in satisfying agreement with exp
ment without having to treat spin-orbit effects as a pertur
tion or use simple parametrizations.11 By manipulating the
Dirac equation, it could be shown explicitly that spin-orb
interactions cause the magnetoresistance anisotropy.4 This
rigorous, relativistic approach is used in the present work
supply proper theoretical reference data for calculations
the isotropic residual resistivity for the binary alloy system
Fe-Ni and Co-Ni based on the two-current model. In bo
alloys it was found that the two-current model strongly u
derestimates the isotropic resistivity. Reasons for this sh
coming will be given.

The Kubo-Greenwood formalism has recently been
tended to be able to deal with layered systems.10,12 It is ex-
pected that calculations of the electrical conductivity of ma
netic multilayer systems will reveal that spin-orbit effects a
at least as important in these complex systems as they a
‘‘normal’’ bulk ferromagnetic alloys.

The alloy systems Fe-Ni and Co-Ni were chosen beca
they exhibit the strongest spontaneous galvanomagnetic
fects of all alloys known, comparable to the giant anisot
pies observed in certain amorphous ferromagnets.13 There-
fore, the importance of spin-orbit-induced effects w
expected to be more pronounced in these alloys than in
loys with smaller effects such as, e.g., Co-Pd and Co-Pt5

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Simple and extended two-current model

As mentioned above, the basic idea of the two-curr
model is that the two spin-subsystems of a ferromagnet c
10 165 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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10 166 56JOHN BANHART, H. EBERT, AND A. VERNES
tribute independently to the total conductivity or resistivit
respectively.6 Accordingly, without any spin-flip processe
the two subband resistivities add like those of two para
resistors and the resulting average isotropic resistivity is s
ply given by

r̄5S 1

r↓
1

1

r↑D
21

. ~1!

If spin mixing is considered, the expression for the to
resistivity can be modified to account for this effect by i
troducing a parameterr↑↓ describing the rate of spin-flip
transitions.8,14,15This leads to the expression

r̄5
r↓r↑1r↑↓~r↓1r↑!

r↓1r↑14r↑↓
. ~2!

Slightly different expressions have been obtained
Malozemoff.16

The hypothetical subband resistivitiesr↑ and r↓ cannot
be measured directly. Usually they are derived by measu
deviations from Matthiessen’s rule for ternary alloys or t
temperature dependence of the resistivity of binary alloy17

In both cases one assumes the validity of the two-cur
model and neglects spin mixing, hoping that this will n
affect the results too much. It will be shown below that th
assumption is often by no means justified and that the re
tivities obtained in this way cannot be interpreted as par
subband resistivitiesr↑ andr↓ in a strict sense.

Assuming the validity of the two-current model, the rat
a5r↓/r↑ of the partial resistivities can be determined in
alternative way by measuring the differenceDr between the
resistivities parallel and perpendicular to the spontane
magnetization. If again spin-mixing effects are neglected
can write15

Dr

r̄
5gS r↓

r↑
21D5g~a21!, ~3!

whereDr/ r̄ is the so-called spontaneous magnetoresista
anisotropy~SMA! ratio. The parameterg is introduced as a
measure for the momentum transfer between the two
systems due to spin-orbit coupling.

For the case that spin mixing has to be considered,
relation is more complicated and the spin-flip parameterr↑↓

can be used again:15

Dr

r̄
5g

~r↓2r↑!r↓

r↑r↓1r↑↓~r↑1r↓!
. ~4!

In the following, Eqs.~1! and ~3! will denote the simple
two-current model, while Eqs.~2! and ~4! specify the ex-
tended one. Concerning both models one should note tha
clear, comprehensive definition or interpretation is given
the existing literature neither forg nor for the parameterr↑↓.
The parameterg has been determined, e.g., for nickel-bas
alloys by measuring the SMA anda for various alloying
elements and plottingDr/ r̄ versus (a21) using Eq.~3!.
Values for g obtained this way15,18 range from 0.0075 to
0.010 for nickel alloys. Equation~1! has also been use
within theoretical investigations in connection with th
Boltzmann equation,9 as well as the more rigorous Kubo
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Greenwood linear response formalism10 to calculate the iso-
tropic resistivityr̄ of spin-polarized materials.

B. Kubo-Greenwood formalism

A very sophisticated way to deal with transport propert
of randomly disordered alloys has been introduced
Butler19 by combining the Kubo-Greenwood formalism wit
the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approxim
tion ~KKR-CPA! method of band-structure calculation fo
alloys. The CPA is the most reliable so-called single-s
alloy theory that makes use of a hypothetical medium me
to represent the configurationally averaged electronic st
ture of a disordered alloy. Using the multiple scattering
KKR formalism, respectively, this medium is determined
demanding that substitutionally embedding one of the co
ponents of the alloy system should not cause any additio
scattering on the average.20 Accordingly, performing self-
consistent KKR-CPA calculations for binary alloys, there
just one potential well connected to each of the compone
Moreover, mostly the potential wells are assumed to
spherically symmetric, i.e., the muffin-tin or the atomi
sphere approximation is made.

Originally, the Kubo-Greenwood formalism was com
bined with the nonrelativistic KKR-CPA for paramagnet
alloys.19 However, this approach could be straightforward
applied also to ferromagnetic alloys by using it to calcula
the spin-projected resistivitiesr↑(↓) separately in the spirit of
the two-current model. Accordingly, the total resistivity
obtained by use of Eq.~1!. Apart from the questionable us
of the two-current model, this approach obviously does
give access to the spin-orbit-induced galvanomagnetic
fects such as the spontaneous magnetoresistance aniso
and anomalous Hall resistivity. In contrast to this, these p
nomena are accounted for if the Kubo-Greenwood formal
is combined with the spin-polarized relativistic~SPR! ver-
sion of the KKR-CPA.11,21 Inclusion of spin-orbit coupling
within the description of the underlying electronic structu
properly accounts for the reduced symmetry compared to
paramagnetic state, leading automatically to the proper n
diagonal form of the conductivity tensor.2 Furthermore, the
influence of spin-orbit coupling on the isotropic resistivity
included from the very beginning without making use of t
two-current model.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spin-dependent disorder within the two-current model

Both theoretical approaches sketched above were use
investigate the residual resistivity of the ferromagnetic al
systems Fe-Ni and Co-Ni. fcc structures were assumed
the two alloy systems, although this does not reflect the t
situation in Fe-Ni, where fcc alloys can only be prepared
to around 60% Fe.22 Iron rich Fe-Ni alloys are expected to b
composed of a bcc/fcc mixture and eventually the Fe3Ni
phase.

In a first set of calculations the Kubo-Greenwood form
ism was used in combination with the two-current mod
This means that conductivity calculations were perform
separately for the minority and the majority subbands of e
alloy. For this purpose, the potentials for each spin direct
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56 10 167APPLICABILITY OF THE TWO-CURRENT . . .
were treated as if they represented a paramagnetic alloy.
cordingly, the two subbands possess a different electro
structure having only the Fermi energy in common. Con
quently, the corresponding partial resistivitiesr↑ andr↓ ob-
tained this way can be expected to be quite different. T
can indeed be seen in Fig. 1, where these quantities
shown for Fe-Ni and Co-Ni. Whiler↑ takes very low values
especially for Co-Ni,r↓ is found to be quite large. Conse
quently, the corresponding ratioa5r↓/r↑ is also rather high,
reaching values of up to 370 for Fe-Ni and 3800 for Co-Ni
contrast to valuesa'20– 30 determined experimentally.

The reason for these very different partial resistivities
that, depending on their spin character, the conduction e
trons effectively seem to see a strongly different degree
disorder, i.e., loosely spoken, there is a strongly sp
dependent disorder present. This is because for both a
systems the majority potentials of the two components
rather similar, while for the minority spin the potentials a
shifted against one another in a pronounced way. To ill
trate this point, we plot in Fig. 2 the resonance positions
the d-electron phase shift for Fe20Ni80 in the paramagnetic
and ferromagnetic state. These quantities correspond to
atomic level positions of a tight-binding description and
flect for the paramagnetic state the more attractive poten
of Ni compared to Fe. The additional exchange splitting t
is quite different for Fe and Ni has the effect that the re
nance positions for the majority channel get quite close
one another, while those for the minority spin channel d
further apart. As a consequence, the majority spin sys
behaves more or less like a virtual crystal system20 with its

FIG. 1. Subband resistivities for the alloy systems Fe-Ni~a! and
Co-Ni ~b! calculated assuming the two current model. Open sy
bols: majority resistivityr↑, full symbols: minority resistivityr↓.
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density of states~DOS! curve sharply structured. The elec
tronic structure of the minority spin system, on the oth
hand, is much more influenced by the disorder leading t
DOS curve that is strongly smeared out. Using spin-resol
Bloch spectral functionsAks(E) ~Ref. 20! ~for Fe-Ni these
curves can be found in Refs. 23 and 24! to represent the
electronic structure of these alloys in a most detailed w
one would get, according to the behavior described abo
very different relaxation timests for the two spin systems.10

This means that determining the partial resistivitiesrs by
means of the Boltzmann equation would lead to results
accordance with those obtained using the Kubo-Greenw
formalism and shown in Fig. 1.

As r↑ is extremely small especially for Co-Ni, the resul
depend to some extent on the details of the potential c
struction. This might explain the lower values forr↑ found
for Permalloy by other authors10 who used the muffin-tin
construction, while the atomic sphere approximation~ASA!
has been used here. To illustrate this somewhat techn
point, model calculations have been performed for Fe0.2Ni0.8
with the potentials of two components shifted against o
another. As Fig. 3 shows, there are only minor changes
r↓ with the potential shift, whiler↑ reacts in a very pro-
nounced way on this artificial distortion.

The CPA approximation used here assumes perfect p
odicity and neglects any correlation concerning the occu

-

FIG. 2. Resonance positions of thed-electron phase shifts of Fe
and Ni in Fe20Ni80 in the para- and ferromagnetic state.

FIG. 3. Subband resistivities for the alloy Fe20Ni80. The energy
of the muffin-tin zero for the iron potentialE was shifted with
respect to the original zeroE0 . The resistivities forE2E050 cor-
respond to the ones given in Fig. 1~a!.
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10 168 56JOHN BANHART, H. EBERT, AND A. VERNES
tion of neighboring sites. In line with that the configuratio
ally averaged Green’s function can be written as
concentration weighted sum of the component-projec
Green’s function, of which there is only one per compone
Accordingly, there is a common and unique potential co
nected with each component within the CPA. However, e
for a lattice, where the components are distributed rando
the neighborhoods of equal kinds of atoms show some fl
tuations. Therefore, the potential of a given type of at
may be slightly different on different lattice sites. Normal
the difference between atom typeA and typeB is much
larger than the small fluctuations of each potential type,
in situations such as in the majority spin bands of Fe-Ni a
Co-Ni, where the componentsA and B behave virtually in
the same way concerning the scattering of electrons, the
ference might be important. Moreover, the slight positio
disorder due to the different atom radii of the compone
and short-range order effects, both omitted in the CP
might contribute to the resistivity.

Evaluating the Kubo-Greenwood equation one calcula
a configurational average of a pair of Green functions a
expresses it by averages of a single Green function. T
gives rise to vertex corrections that can be accounted
within the CPA formalism. They correspond to th
scattering-in terms of the Boltzmann equation and are imp
tant whenever the scattering is not isotropic. In a previo
investigation of the alloy system Cu-Pt it was seen that v
tex corrections are large, when the Fermi energy level
well above thed-band complex in the regime ofs and p
states, and low when the Fermi energy cuts thed bands.25

This is exactly the behavior of the nickel alloys investigate
the vertex corrections, expressed byxVC5(rNVC /rVC
21), are very small for the minority spin band of Fe-Ni an
Co-Ni ~i.e., xVC,1%! where the Fermi energy states ha
mostly d character, and very important for the majority sp
band ~Fe-Ni: xVC5225% to 26%, Co-Ni: xVC5240%
to 150%! where the states are predominantly ofs and p
character.

B. Comparison with fully relativistic results

In the following the total resistivity calculated within th
framework of the two-current model by means of Eq.~1! will
be denoted byr̄2c . This has to be distinguished from th
resistivity r̄5(2r'1r i)/3, which is calculated fully relativ-
istically without any assumption concerning spin mixin
The resulting two-current resistivityr̄2c is compared tor̄ in
Fig. 4. Obviously,r̄2c is far smaller than the resistivityr̄ for
both alloy systems. Comparison of the proper relativistic
sult with experiment is not done here, because the main
terest is with the results of the two theoretical approach
Nevertheless, one should note that the experime
resistivities28 are much higher than the calculated ones11

This applies in particular to the invar regime of the syst
Fe-Ni where additional contributions tor̄ such as scattering
from magnetically ordered clusters might be importa
which cannot be included straightforwardly within our a
proach based on the CPA. However, this does not affect
comparison of the two theoretical models, which both ma
use of the CPA. Note also that the present results for Fe
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are slightly smaller than the ones given in a previo
calculation11 due to a somewhat different potential constru
tion.

The pronounced difference between the resistivities
tained by the two approaches is emphasized by plot
r̄/ r̄2c , which is given in Fig. 5 for the two alloy systems
One sees thatr̄ is larger than the two-current model resisti
ity r̄2c by up to a factor of 8 for Fe10Ni90 and 55 for
Co20Ni80. Thus, the simple two-current model is complete
inadequate to deal with the resistivity of the two alloy sy
tems investigated here. This is less pronounced for Fe
than for Co-Ni, where it leads to an isotropic resistivityr̄2c
that is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than
proper relativistic resultr̄. This finding is completely in line
with the corresponding importance of spin-dependent dis
der. While for Fe-Ni the majorityd levels shown in Fig. 2
are still somewhat apart, they nearly coincide for Co-Ni, g
ing rise to an extremely low partial resistivityr↑ and a rather
low r̄2c . This situation is drastically changed if spin-orb
coupling is taken into account. The effect of spin-orbit inte
action is to allow electrons to be scattered from one s
subband to the other. Thus, some electrons in the majo
subband having low resistivity are scattered into the mino
subband where the scattering probability is very high. A
though the fraction of electrons that flip their spins is pro
ably quite low because the corresponding spin-orbit scat
ing cross section is rather small for light atoms such as
Co, or Ni, this mechanism adds enormously to the resistiv
of the majority subband.

There have been many successful applications of the t
current model to a large variety of alloy systems includi

FIG. 4. Resistivities for the alloy systems~a! Fe-Ni and ~b!
Co-Ni: triangles, relativistic resistivitiesr̄; full squares, two-current
model resistivitiesr2c ; open squares, spin-mixing parameterr↑↓.
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56 10 169APPLICABILITY OF THE TWO-CURRENT . . .
the systems studied in the present paper. This seems to
contradiction to the results presented above and one m
ask for the reason for this success. The reason the
current model seems to work so well is the fact that
subband resistivitiesr↑ andr↓ that are used to interpret th
experimental data are themselves deduced from experim
assuming the validity of this model. The success of su
investigations therefore merely proves the consistency of
two-current model with its own assumptions.

Because spin-orbit interaction increasesr↑ so effectively,
one does not obtain a measure for scattering in the low
sistance subband from the analysis of, e.g., the resistivit
ternary alloys but a sum of pure majority spin scattering a
a contribution due to minority spin scattering weighted
some spin-flip matrix element. The partial resistivities d
duced from experiment are therefore not subband resistiv
in a strict sense, but at the most some kind of ‘‘effectiv
resistivities.

The problem becomes obvious from Table I wherer↑,
r↓, anda from an experimental analysis, a theoretical imp
rity calculation and the present results are compared. Cle
the values forr↓ are similar for all three cases, but the valu
for r↑ anda are totally different. Note that even the calc
lated minority spin resistivities of the present work and
Ref. 9 differ considerably due to the problems with the p
tential construction mentioned in Sec. III A. Neverthele
both are obviously much lower than the experimental ‘‘
fective’’ resistivities. The partial resistivitiesr↑ andr↓ have
been deduced from experiment not only for diluted, but a

FIG. 5. Quantities related to deviations from two-current mo
for Fe-Ni ~a! and Co-Ni~b!. Squares: parametera/C, open squares
ratio r̄/r2c , diamonds:Dr/ r̄ @SMA ~Ref. 11!#. For further details
see text.
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for concentrated alloys. For Fe-Ni and Co-Ni Muthet al.26

determined the subband resistivities using Eqs.~1! and ~3!
~see also a discussion by Berger on this30!. These authors
find pronounced maximum values ofr↓ for Fe15Ni85 and
Co35Ni65, respectively, which are not present in our theor
ical curves obtained by using the two-current model calcu
tions ~see Fig. 1!. This is understandable because a quant
tive decomposition ofr into r↑ and r↓ based on the
assumption of vanishing spin-orbit interaction must fail f
Fe-Ni and Co-Ni because of the reason given above.

That the strongly spin-dependent disorder in the two al
systems Fe-Ni and Co-Ni is responsible for the failure of
simple two-current model is obvious from the fact thatr̄2c
deviates much stronger fromr̄ for Co-Ni than for Fe-Ni~see
above!. In addition this can also be seen by comparing
ratio r̄/r2c and a. One finds that the two quantities are a
most proportional to one another

r

r2c
'C

r↓

r↑
5Ca. ~5!

This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 wherer/r2c anda/C are
compared with C set to 45 for Fe-Ni and to 70 for Co-N
One easily notes that the two-current model results dev
the more from the proper results the more the resistivity
the two subbands differs, i.e., the higher the ratioa is.

C. Spin-orbit related parameters r↑↓ and g: SMA

Another way to demonstrate the importance of spin-or
effects is to use Eq.~2! and to insert the calculated values f
r↑ andr↓ together with the fully relativistic resistivityr̄ to
determine the spin mixing parameterr↑↓. The result is in-
cluded in Fig. 4 for the two alloys. One sees that for Fe-
very high values up to 1.3mV cm are obtained. For low iron
concentrationsr↑↓ is essentially the total resistivity, i.e., th
most effective scattering for majority electrons is via sp
orbit interaction into the minority subband. For Co-Ni th
situation is even more dramatic: the spin-orbit interact
induced scattering dominates over the entire composi
range. There have been attempts in the literature to de

l

TABLE I. Resistivities for Fe and Co impurities in Ni~in
mV cm/at. %!, low concentration limit for Fe-Ni and Co-Ni~from
present work, 1 at. % Fe or Co, given inmV cm!. The lettersE and
T in the last column indicate experimental and theoretical wo
respectively.

Alloy r↓ r↑ a5 r↓/r↑ Ref.

FeNi 4.8 0.44 17.7 17 E
3.26 0.45 7.35 27 E
7.3 0.34 21.5 29 E
6.50 0 ` 9 T

Fe1Ni99 4.14 0.01 414 Present T
CoNi 2.6 0.20 13 17 E

2.0 0.15 13.2 27 E
4.3 0.13 33 29 E
6 0.2 30 14 E

3.79 0.041 92.4 9 T
Co1Ni99 2.1 0.0028 750 Present T
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10 170 56JOHN BANHART, H. EBERT, AND A. VERNES
r↑↓ from measured data. One such attempt starts from
~4! using experimental values forDr/ r̄ and values forg and
a determined from measurements on ternary alloys.31 But as
this procedure implies use of the two-current model with
spin mixing, the results have to be taken with care. For
diluted with Fe and Co, values forr↑↓ atT50 K between 0.2
and 0.35mV cm were found. This is somewhat more th
the calculated values for comparable Fe or Co contents
the same order of magnitude~see Fig. 4!.

Another manifestation of spin-orbit interaction is the o
currence of spontaneous magnetoresistance anisotropy.
SMA ratio Dr/ r̄ calculated relativistically~for Fe-Ni see
Ref. 11! is compared to the ratiosr̄/r2c anda/C in Fig. 5.
Apparently there is a close correlation between SMA a
a/C, especially for Fe-Ni, as one would expect on the ba
of Eq. ~3!. However, because in deriving this equation t
assumptions of the simple two-current model are used,
coincidence cannot expected to be perfect.

Up to this point it has become clear that the use of E
~1! and ~3! leads to erroneous results for systems with
strong spin-dependent disorder. If one accepts Eqs.~2! and
~4! as valid for situations with strong spin mixing one c
determine the parameterg in Eq. ~4! by using the calculated
subband resistivities, the spin mixing parameterr↑↓ shown
in Fig. 4, and the calculatedDr/ r̄. The corresponding result
are shown in Fig. 6. For both alloy systems we find ma
mum values for the composition where the maximum SM
value occurs and decreasing values for lower nickel conte
If one extrapolates the calculated values forg to the limit
xNi51, one finds that they agree well with the paramet

FIG. 6. Parameterg calculated from Eqs.~2! and ~4!. Vertical
bar: experimental values for the dilute limit of both alloy syste
~Refs. 15 and 18!.
ys
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determined experimentally for dilute FeNi and CoNi alloys
@0.0075–0.01~Refs. 15 and 31!#. The reason for this is tha
these experimental values are obtained using consistently
expressions based on the simple two-current model. T
procedure obviously leads to results similar to those base
Eq. ~2!, i.e., the extended two-current model together w
our correctly calculated subband resistivities. This again
lustrates how one can obtain apparently meaningful res
by repeatedly neglecting the crucial spin mixing contrib
tion.

IV. SUMMARY

The electrical resistivity of the alloy systems Fe-Ni a
Co-Ni was investigated in two different ways: by treating t
alloy and transport problem fully relativistically and by sep
rately calculating the resistivity of each spin system, th
assuming the validity of the simple two-current model. F
the alloy systems studied here we found that the two-cur
calculations yield spin-subband resistivities that differ mu
greater than one would expect from experimental consid
ations and that lead to an average resistivityr̄2c that is much
too small compared to the proper relativistic resultr̄. This
demonstrates that a coupling of the two spin subsystem
spin-orbit interaction can be of crucial importance in contr
to the basic assumption of the two-current model in its m
simple form.

It is therefore concluded that an application of this mod
for deriving spin subband resistivities from experimen
data leads to effective resistivities that might be quite diff
ent from values calculated directly. As it has been dem
strated, the use of the simple two-current model is the m
problematic the more pronounced the spin-dependent di
der is for the system under investigation. This finding
completely in line with our recent work on Co-Pd and Co-P
where the two-current model works reasonably well a
where spin-dependent disorder is much less pronounced
for Fe-Ni and Co-Ni.
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